















Strain Rate Dependence of the Flow Stress of Aluminum Alloys in Wide Strain Rate range 








It is important to study the strain rate dependence of the flow stress in the wide strain rate range since a 
processing rate which a recent progress in technology brings about has been very high. The strain rate 
dependence in FCC metals is known to become large as the strain rate rises. FCC metals increase 
dramatically when the strain rate exceeds about 5×103/sec. In order to clarify this mechanism, high strain 
rate tests are performed with Aluminum alloys A1050 and A1070 which are FCC metals. This study used 
2 types of the high strain rate machines. First, a split Hopkinson pressure bar system is used for A1070 in 
the strain rate range 𝜀̇ = 6 × 103~2 × 104/𝑠𝑒𝑐.Second, the split Hopkinson tension bar system is used 
for A1050 at the strain rate 𝜀̇ = 1 × 103/𝑠𝑒𝑐. Both of tests were experimented at T=203,293,373,473K. 
This study showed that strain rate dependence of the flow stress was attributed to a transition in a rate 
controlling mechanism of a dislocation motion from a thermal activation process to a phonon drag. 

































16mm，厚さ 1mm，標点間距離 6mmの薄板である． 
 
 
Fig.1 Specimen Shape of A1070 
 
      
Fig.2 Specimen Shape of A1050 
 
 Table1 に A1070 の化学成分，Table2 に A1050 の
化学成分を示す． 
 Table 1 Chemical composition of A1070(mass%) 
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Al 
0.20 0.25 0.04 0.03 0.03 ━ 0.04 0.03 99.7 
 
 Table 2 Chemical composition of A1050(mass%) 
Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Al 
























れた波形を Fig.4 に示す 
 







 Fig.4 Typical shape of inertial, transmitted and 




す．打撃棒，入力棒，出力棒は SUS304 を用いた． 
入力棒の直径は 16mm，長さは 1700mm であり，






された波形を Fig.6 に示す． 
 
Fig.5 Sprit Hopkinson pressure bar system for tension 
 
 










∫ (𝜀𝐼 − 𝜀𝑅 − 𝜀𝑇)𝑑𝑡
𝑡
0










(𝜀𝐼 − 𝜀𝑅 − 𝜀𝑇)             (3) 
 


























 Fig.7 Stress-strain curves at high strain rates(T=293K，
compression)  
 











Fig.9 Relation between stress and strain rate at strain of 
0.1 in the wide strain rate ranges(compression) 
 
4.2 引張試験結果 














Fig.10 Stress-strain curves at each strain 
rates(tension) 
 





















































































































 Fig.12 Relation between stress and strain rate at yield 

















Fig.13Kinetic model of dislocation segment motion. 
(a)Loop segment motion(b)Straight segment motion  
 
 林転位を切って進む運動転位ループの運動を長さ





























𝐸𝑐(𝜏) = 𝐸𝑐 − 𝜏𝑉






𝜏𝑏 = 𝐵𝑉𝑑                (10) 
 
B は摩擦係数と呼ばれており，フォノンの散乱によ
































−1 𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝐸𝑐 − 𝜏𝑉
∗ 𝑘𝑇⁄ ] +
𝐵𝐿
𝜏𝑏





?̇? ≒ 𝜌𝑑bLυexp [−(𝐸𝑐 − 𝜏𝑉










 ここで，計算に用いた値は𝜌ｄ = 5.51 × 10
8m-2，
L=3.0×10-8m，b=2.86×10-10m，Ec=𝐺𝑏3 5⁄ 6)とした．






















Fig.14 Comparison of measured results with calculated 
results for strain at 10%(compression) 
 
 
Fig.15 Comparison of measured results with calculated 
results for Yield point(tension) 
 
 
Fig.16 Comparison of measured results with calculated 






















































































Fig.17 Comparison of measured results with calculated 
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